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Reviewer's report:

This paper addresses an important issue in contributing to quantitative data and statistics regarding Human Trafficking.

However, there are several issues which need to be addressed prior to potential publication:

- if the ultimate goal of this study is to address that female trafficking victims were underestimated in the past, the results of this study don't address how the findings relatively compare to prior estimates.

- introduction: needs to be edited to include only the background information directly relevant to Taiwan and recent statistics- information regarding other countries can largely be moved, potentially incorporated into discussion section if applicable.

- pg 3- the term "underage prostitutes" is not in favor, as it is more accurately described as trafficked (rationale described here: http://rights4girls.org/campaign/#learnmore) - the term "underage aboriginal prostitutes" should be changed accordingly.

- methods: If the law was enacted in 2009, was it immediately implemented? Would it be more accurate to review cases from 2010 onward?

- results: contains information that belongs in either the intro or conclusion (the background/context presented before each case). Similarly, ideally the conclusion should not contain results that weren't previously discussed (ex: page 19- results on number of prosecuted traffickers needs to be moved to results section)

- throughout the paper, consistent terminology needs to be used- (eg. do not interchange the words female and woman, using "domestic" trafficking and "native" trafficking).
- there are elements of the conclusion that need to account for bias/limitation of study- the "Taiwanese cases show that cross-border trafficking in Taiwan is mostly conducted by Taiwanese men. No evidence shows that Taiwanese women act as..."- all conclusions need to be framed within the context that the data is based on criminal proceedings- those who were arrested for a crime, and charges were pursued- if women are engaged in trafficking, but less likely to be expected to be involved, this may also decrease their rate of arrest/court involvement, etc, so definitive information from this study describes who is being charged, but not necessarily reflecting the scope of trafficking that is occurring.

- if study is limited to women, remove inclusion of men in table 2 and limit entire table to women

- premise states that impetus for study is due to increasing numbers of female migrant workers in Taiwan- the term "migrant worker" needs to be incorporated and better defined with regard to Figure 1- where does it fit in to this flow chart?
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